Media Coverage Summary 8-14 October 2016
News
Exclusive view of the Living Brick
BRL Professor is one of RoboHub's 25 Women in Robotics you need to know about

UWE academic speaks up for women mathematicians
UWE Bristol expert available for media interviews in connection with reported rape
cases
Health professionals sought for study by world's largest cleft research programme
UWE Bristol welcomes Government's EU student funding pledge
Bristol Distinguished Address Series: the certain challenge of managing in uncertain
times
London's road congestion: Be careful what you wish for
Coverage
DPA – Gain more control and accuracy when designing
South West Business – Businesses should wake up to danger of cyber crime say
UWE experts
Bristol Business News – Bristol to host first festival of leadership to inspire
collaboration and innovation
Western Eye – Meet the employers fair
South West Business – Royal Society of Arts boss tells UWE audience of Brexit shock
Financial Times - MPs call for UK to launch artificial intelligence commission
BBC Online – Bristol hosts ‘Oscars’ for wildlife TV stars

The Bookseller – “Ask for help”: What can publishing learn from REACT hub
experiment
Ceylon Daily News - City School of Architecture celebrates 30 years of excellence
Broadcast
Dr James Hoggett, Senior Lecturer in Criminology (HAS), was interviewed on BBC Radio
West Midlands about security and safety issues surrounding the forthcoming
Birmingham City v Aston Villa derby and the decision made by the police and club to
reduce the crowd capacity for the match.
Lynn Barlow, Director of Creative Industries was interviewed by BBC Points West at the
Wildscreen Festival. Speaking to the BBC Business Correspondent Dave Harvey, Lynn
explained that Bristol is the global leader for natural history filmmaking and research
done at UWE shows that the industry is worth £20m per year to the Bristol Economy.
Professor of Criminal Justice Phil Rumney (FBL) was interviewed by BBC Radio
Bristol about reported rape statistics released this week from Her Majesty’s
Inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC). Phil is also scheduled to be interviewed by
Made in Bristol TV.
Tom Appleby (FET) was interviewed by Dutch National TV Nieuwsuur discussing the
international law surrounding the Brexit and EU Common fisheries policy.

Monthly published coverage totals for September 2016
Total articles published during September - 422
Total circulation – 123,760,220
Advertising Value Equivalent (AVE) – £1,468,365
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